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Solution Brief

Enterprises in almost every industry are faced with one common 

challenge. The rise in consumer expectations. Next-day deliveries and 

same-day deliveries are quickly becoming the de facto standard that most 

if not all companies have to live up to. To do so, they must achieve supply 

chain optimization. For enterprises working on their supply chain, 

warehousing is a key focus area. As warehouse organization and 

operations can be easily leveraged for greater efficiencies via introduction 

of smart IT solutions.

Warehousing is quite a labor-intensive process. Increasing labor 

productivity by enabling smart data capture via mobile devices is the 

easiest way to improve warehouse operational efficiency. Normally, 

personnel record data while on the job and submit it for manual-entry into 

the inventory management system. The process is error-prone, laborious 

and offers no real-time visibility into inventory status. To get past these 

challenges, and to enable quicker deliveries, organizations need to 

improve upon their enterprise mobility. To do this, you need an enterprise 

mobility solution tailor-made for the warehousing industry.

At Algarytm, we create sophisticated enterprise mobility solutions that 

help companies’ lower costs, improve labor productivity and increase 

customer satisfaction. Using Algarytm’s Mobile Inventory management 

solution, a business can optimize inventory management in its warehouse. 

Its personnel can capture data related to key warehousing activities like 

goods receipt, issue, cycle counts, etc., quickly and easily. The captured 

data gets automatically synced to the main Oracle EBS system. The 

up-to-date inventory data is immediately available to both desktop and 

mobile users and helps in faster decision-making.

Introduction
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Enterprises in almost every industry are 

faced with a common challenge. 

They are being forced to reinvent or 

modify their existing business 

processes to suit the demands of a 

changing workforce. And Apps and 

Smartphones lie at the root of this 

transformation.

"Mobility is here. And, 
enterprises that aren't mobile 
will soon be obsolete."

Apps are undoubtedly an indispensable 

part of modern life. Most people use 

apps for a variety of personal needs. 

A natural progression of this 

dependence on apps for personal tasks 

is the expectation for workplace apps 

or enterprise apps.

An enterprise app from the 
employee point-of-view is, 
"something that helps get 
work done quickly and 
efficiently. "That’s precisely 
what approval apps are for - 
to simplify and speed up 
work.

Approvals play a crucial role in the 

smooth functioning of a business. They 

enable vital business processes in 

Finance, Sales, Operations, and HR 

departments. 

Despite their importance, the 

applications that power approvals are 

often complex and difficult to access. 

Approval workflows are often tied up 

with in-office workstations and can't be 

accessed from anywhere else.

Naturally, this poses problems.  Delays, 

higher transaction costs, compliance 

risks and employee dissatisfaction 

being some of them.

"Enabling mobility while 
remaining tethered to legacy 
IT is a challenge that large 
enterprise are struggling to 
solve.”

And that’s the challenge that needs to 

be solved. And, we did. Algarytm 

created a suite of sophisticated 

enterprise mobility solutions that 

enable anytime, anywhere access to 

Oracle EBS  workflows from mobile 

devices. Algarytm's mobile approval 

apps have a user-centric design and 

can be deployed in as little as a weeks 

time. By using the apps, enterprises 

can hope to optimize spend 

management and strengthen business 

compliance. Are approvals causing 

significant operational drag for your 

enterprise? It's time you took your 

approvals mobile.



Business Features

1. Goods Receipt Module: 

Automates goods receipt by enabling smart data capture of inbound stock 

details through mobile devices of warehouse personnel. Stock entries for 

goods received via PO, STO and customer returns can be made directly 

from the mobile app.

2. Goods Issue Module: 

Besides capturing stock movement, warehouse staff can also record 

qualitative details like stock condition (unrestricted, blocked and quality 

inspection). Manual adjustment of entry form parameters like storage 

location, movement type etc. is also allowed.

3. Put Away Module: 

Our mobile solution allows quality inspectors to record accept or reject 

transactions for all the PO inspections they supervise/conduct. The 

system uses this data to arrive at the right storage bin for the material and 

makes it available to warehouse staff.

4. Pick to Order Module: 

With the solution on his/her device, a material handler can scan work 

orders and select “Pick Locations”. The app also helps in generating pick 

slips.

5. Inventory Count Module:

The app lets you generate count requests and lists based on a pre-defined 

cycle counting schedule. The scope of the count can either be set to 

include the entire inventory or only sub-inventory level.

Business Features
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Micro Apps for Your Approval Needs

Unwiring your organization with an approval app enables busy managers to approve critical or time-sensitive ORACLE EBS 

transactions anytime, anywhere, on any mobile device. Our Approval solution automates the approval workflows of various 

departments within your organization to ensure seamless and a smooth approval transition process, without any hindrances or 

roadblocks. Key features of Approval solution are

• Integrates with Oracle EBS and access to

Oracle EBS workflows from mobile.

• Review the available information at header and line

item levels directly from the app.

• Provides approval managers to take decisions such

as approve, reject, or delegate requests approvals

• Apps notifies managers whenever a new approval

request is generated.

• Functionality to request for more information if the

available info is not enough to decision.

• Micro apps for Specific use cases.

• User Centric Design

• Published on Oracle Cloud Marketplace

SMART PURCHASE ORDER 

(PO) APPROVAL

Our Approval Mobile Solution offers micro apps that provide highly focused, task-based functionality for users that interact 

with app to get maximum efficiency.

SMART GL JOURNAL 

APPROVAL

SMART EXPENSES APPROVALSMART AP INVOICE 

APPROVAL

SMART PURCHASE REQUISITION 

(PR) APPROVAL



Business Benefits

1. Material handlers at the receiving docks can capture order receipt 

information easily. The app enables faster processing times, lesser errors, 

and lower transaction costs.

2. Allows control and tracking of material flow from the time it is received 

to the time it is shipped. Real-time capture and updation of data reduces 

fraud risks and improves financial agility.

3. The app recommends putaway locations and relieves warehouse staff 

from making manual putaway strategies. System-led strategy reduces 

errors and makes the order transfer process more efficient.

4. A sound goods issue strategy helps in faster order processing. Using 

our app simplifies outbound delivery by letting order pickers scan work 

orders and select pick locations from their mobile.

5. Faster order fulfillment also relies on proper inventory management. 

The app provides real-time access to inventory status. This helps in 

ensuring there is no over-stocking/under-stocking of inventory.

Business Benefits
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• By allowing managers to review and authorize approval activity on the go,

our Approval apps enable faster decision-making and reduces transaction costs. 

• Shorten procurement cycle and improve supply chain efficiency with Smart PO

and PR Approval apps.

• Improves productivity of Approval managers by enabling easier and faster

approval processing. 

• Improves compliance and employee job satisfaction.

• Automates business processes such as pending invoices by creating a goods

receipt or service entry sheet.

• Build trust and loyalty with employees by reimbursing the employee's expenses 

on the go.

• Achieve greater enterprise agility with faster claims approval .

"Go Mobile in less than weeks with our rapid deplyment solutions"



Inventory management
solution brief

Technical Features
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• The solution has cross

platform compatibility. It 

works across iOS and 

Android devices.

• • All received data is

updated to Oracle EBS in 

real-time accurately. And, 

the updated data is available 

to both mobile and desktop 

users.

REST/JSON API SOAP web service

1 code set for cross
platform / responsive

hybrid apps

REST/JSON 
API

REST SOAP/
REST

Mobile
backend

Custom
APIs

Platform APIs

Oracle Mobile Cloud Service (MCS)

Connectors
SOAP

web service

1 code set for cross
platform / responsive

hybrid apps

REST
APIs

Without Oracle MCS

With Oracle MCS

respective Oracle EBS 

workflow & Oracle SOA

Solution integrates with • Works with Oracle Mobile 

Cloud Service (MCS) & Non-

MCS Architecture.




